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disagree with your editing— and
perhaps even with what you include
in PD. How do you handle dissent?—E.R., Meadow Glade, Washington.
Each article I edit is read by the
author, Associate Editor Angel
Rodriguez, and occasionally other
theologians before publication. My
job is to make the authors look
good. With some, it takes a little
more work than with others. To this
point, no one has suggested serious
re-editing. In fact, Fve never worked
with a more congenial bunch. A few
have not been ecstatic over an article
or two I’ve chosen to include. What
is my response when someone disagrees with me?

Recently, I found a letter that I
had written to a head honcho of the
Review and Herald in 1970 after he
apologized on behalf of a proofreader who had rebuked me for an
article I included in Liberty. My
response sets forth the philosophy I
have followed throughout my editing and ministerial career.
“Dear Brother:
“I have no desire to interfere with
departmental norms you may wish
to establish for your employees. I do
desire, however, to make it clear that
I resented neither Mrs. T’s criticism
. . . nor the way nor the place she
conveyed it.
“Some years ago . . . I told Brother
C that if they wished, he or any of his

Captain Geir Lokaen shows a landlubber how to steer the N orw egian Cruise
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associates could improve my copy
either by copy editing or rewriting. I
reserved only the right to change the
copy back if I did not agree the material was improved. Brother M used to
suggest changes in [Liberty] copy—
particularly in picture captions—and
may even have written a few. Far
from looking on his contribution as
interference, I appreciated his interest, demonstrated as it was by his
‘intrusion into my editorial prerogatives. From the standpoint of economy and energy, if for no other reasons, I can always find some reason to
appreciate someone who is willing to
do my work.
“Which is to say this: If one of
your janitors does not like something in Liberty, or if one of your
typesetters feels my judgment is bad
in respect to an article I’ve included,
they may feel free to tell me so and
explain their position either privately or in company or in my office
or theirs. I will appreciate their
interest not only in my work, but
also in my setting the message of
Christ before readers in a manner
calculated to win their approval.
“To return to Mrs. T for a
moment. After hearing her out, I
read her penciled observations in
the margins of the Liberty pages
involved. I then reread the article
carefully. Further, I submitted it to
[two of my colleagues], asking them
to confer with me concerning the
criticisms made. Though we did not

agree with Mrs. T’s conclusions—
feeling that the author had qualified
his observations on religious freedoms in technical ways she had not
noted—we did agree that other
intelligent readers could and probably would [echo] her criticisms.
Therefore, I inserted at the bottom
of the page. . . a paragraph asking
some of her questions and inviting
the reader to consider them.
“In other words, Mrs. T’s observations made a contribution to Liberty\ and I valued them. I hope that
neither she nor any other member of
the Review and Herald staff feels any
reluctance to do likewise. With
enough help I may someday enjoy a
reputation for editorial infallibility—and only I and my contributors
will be aware that the ‘throne’ rests
instead on collegiality.”
The head of the Review Art
Department once told me that he
could not accept a retouched Liberty
cover because, in updating it, we had
shortened a skirt to a fashionable
four inches above the knees. The
knees, he said, must be covered.
While examining them with him, I
observed that the knees seemed a bit
too low on the leg. He got out his
caliper, measured, and said, “My dear
Brother, you are right! The [original]
artist muffed his proportions.” His
observation opened the way to compromise. “Tell you what,” I suggested,
“let’s raise the knees two inches and
drop the skirt two.” Done!
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